
Abstract:

Taking a look at a person’s eyes, we observe that the cornea of the human eye acts as a mirror that reflects 
light from the person's environment. These corneal reflections can be extracted from an image 
by modeling the eye-camera geometry as a catadioptric (mirror+lens) imaging system. As a result, one 
obtains the visual information of the environment and the relation to the observer (view, gaze), which 
allows for interesting applications and solutions to important problems in a number of fields. Beside its 
potential, this so-called ‘corneal imaging’ demands for specialized computer vision algorithms to handle and 
exploit the complex geometric and photometric properties of the human eye, leading to various challenges in 
image capturing, processing and modeling. 

This talk will provide a comprehensive overview about the topic. In the first part, I will review the geometric 
modeling of corneal reflections, including eye feature tracking, 3D eye pose estimation, and the projection of 
light from the scene. In the second part, I will discuss some of our groups works in the field, comprising 
applications to 3D scene reconstruction, image forensics, human—computer-interfaces and augmented 
reality. The talk aims to provide an easy to understand introduction. It targets a broad audience, from student 
to staff, with our without a background in the covered fields of computer vision and human—computer 
interaction. 
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